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Review Questions
Section 1 - Testing

1. How many times may you take the knowledge test per day?
2. How many parts are there to the exam?
3. For applicants 18 and older, who gives the road test?
4. Can you use DMV’s vehicle for the road test?
5. DMV accepts driver’s licenses from all states, Canada,
Germany, Republic of Korea and what other country?
6. Is the vision screening a medical exam?
7. What is the minimum vision requirement to receive a
driver’s license?

Review Questions
Section 2 - Signs
1. An octagon-shaped (8-sided) sign always means what?
2. A triangle-shaped sign, tip-down always means what?
3. A triangle-shaped sign, tip-up with blunt ends always means what?
4. A pentagon-shaped sign always means what?
5. A diamond-shaped sign means what?
6. A rectangle-shaped sign means what?
7. A pennant-shaped sign always means what?

8. A round sign always means what?
9. Warning signs are always what color?
10. Stop signs are always what colors?
11. Construction signs are always what color?
12. Regulatory signs are always what colors?
13. Yield signs are always what colors?
14. Recreation signs are always what color?
15. Slow-moving vehicle signs are always what colors?
16. What do red pavement markings or reflectors mean?
17. What do yellow center lines mean?

18. What do white curb markings mean?
19. What do red curb markings mean?
20. What do blue curb markings mean?
21. What type of sign is a crossbuck?
22. What is a “sharrow?

Review Questions
Section 3– Safe Driving

1. How far ahead of your turn should you signal?
2. Are U-turns allowed from one lane to another on a given road?
3. What is the hand signal for stopping?
4. What is the hand signal for a right turn?
5. What is the hand signal for a left turn?
6. What is the mechanical signal for stopping or slowing?
On a clear day with dry pavement, maximum following distance:
7. Driving under 35 mph how many seconds minimum should one follow behind the lead car?
_____
8. Driving 36-45 mph, how many seconds behind lead the car?
9. Driving 46-70 mph, how many seconds behind lead the car?

10. What are some clues to trouble ahead?
11. What are some special considerations on rural roads?
12. How often should you check your rear-view mirror?
13. Name 3 things you should do before entering an intersection.
14. Why is it a bad idea to drive in other’s blind spot?
15. Parking is prohibited within how many feet of an intersection?
16. Pedestrians always have what?
17. A moped cannot legally travel faster than ____ mph?
18. Anyone traveling faster than 35 on a moped is considered to be operating a
motorcycle and must have a?
19. What is the minimum age to drive a moped?

20. What makes a motorcycle difficult to see?
21. Add how many seconds to following distance for motorcycles?
22. What are some of the road hazards for motorcyclists?
23. Are golf carts considered a low-speed vehicle?
24. How do you know if the tractor-trailer driver can see you?
25. Where are these vehicle no-zones?
26. Trucks front no-zone may stretch ____feet?
27. Trucks rear/side no-zone may stretch ____ feet?
28. Light to medium trailers are attached to mid-sized vehicles with safety chains and
a what?
29. It takes a vehicle pulling one of these how much longer to pass?

30. What is the most common mistake people make when backing?
31. To back safely, turn your body and head to the right and look out through

the?

32. When parking downhill with a curb, turn the front wheels of your vehicle which
way to prevent it from rolling?
33. When parking downhill with no curb?
34. When parking uphill with a curb, turn the front wheels of your vehicle which
way to prevent it from rolling?
35. When parking uphill with no curb?
36. The biggest contributor to crashes is failing to identify what?
37. What should be your first two responses to hazardous conditions?
38. What is the secondary reason to use your headlights?
39. When should you first turn on your headlights?

40. How should you use your headlights in fog and why?
41. When is rain the most dangerous?
42. Why is this?
43. How should you apply the brakes in snow and ice?
44. How can you protect yourself from an aggressive driver?
45. It is illegal to use cell phones or any other wireless device while driving for those
how old?
46. Is texting and driving prohibited to all drivers?
47. What percentage of accidents are caused by distracted drivers?
48. How can you avoid drowsy driving?
49. What does the acronym BAC stand for?
50. Adults are considered to be driving under the influence at what BAC?

under

51. At what percentage can a teen be charged with DUI?
52. How many drinks affect one’s ability to drive?
53. A cross buck should be treated as what type of sign?
54. Non-rural roads refer to what types of roads?
55. What does two-way traffic mean?
56. When does a vehicle not have to stop for a school bus?
57. You must always yield for a left turn except when?
58. What are the advantages of the 8 & 4 o’clock hand position?
59. How far must you stay behind a fire truck, ambulance or police answering a call?
60. To what does is a low ground clearance refer?
61. Which states/cities prohibit right and left turns on red lights?
62. How many non-family members are allowed when you are under 18 years old
with a driver’s license for less than one year?

63. What is the speed limit on interstate highways?
64. What is the speed limit on highways not part of the interstate system?
65. What is the speed limit on unpaved roads?
66. What is the speed limit in school, business and residential areas?
67. What is a “rustic” road?
68. Drivers should dim their headlights when within what distance of oncoming

vehicles?

69. Within what distance should a driver dim the headlights with following another
vehicle?
70. If you ignore a signal to stop by a police officer and he is killed while pursuing
what will your consequences be?
71. It is illegal to carry anyone under what age in the bed of a pick-up?
72. What percent of fatal motorcycles accidents involve vehicles?
73. What does the acronym HOV stand for?

you,

74. What should you do before passing another vehicle?
75. List the 5 things you must do if involved in a traffic crash:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
76. What should you do if you are stopped by a police officer?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
SECTION 4 – Seat Belts

1. Are seat belts legally required for passengers over 18 in the back seat of a vehicle?
2. The shoulder belt should be worn over the shoulder and what?
3. The lap belt should be worn low on your lap and against the what?
4. When used properly, air bags can keep the head, neck and what from hitting the
steering
column?
5. However, being too close to the air bag can also be dangerous. To avoid this
danger the driver should always be sure that his seat is how far away from the
steering wheel(where the airbag is contained)?
6. All children when riding in vehicles made after 1968 must be in an approved safety
or booster seat under the age of what?

7. If convicted of not securing a child you can be fined how much for the
first

offence?

8. It is illegal to transport anyone in the bed of a pick-up truck younger than
how old?
9. How old should a child be before riding in the front seat?
10. Babies should be secured in a rear-facing safety seat until what age?
11. Seatbelts increase the chance of surviving a crash by what percent?
12. Where is the safest spot to secure a child safety seat?

Review Questions
Section 5—Penalties

1. When one’s license is withdrawn temporarily it is called?
2. If your license expired during a suspension, you must show proof of legal presence,
the knowledge and driving tests and what?
3. When one’s license is terminated it is called?
4. Can a revocation be reinstated?
5. How?
6. List five possible reasons for suspension and revocations?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
7. Driving convictions may be assigned demerit points of three, four or?
8. DMV monitors each Driving Record for 12-month and what other period?

retake

9. DMV will require you to attend a Driver Improvement Clinic if in a 12- month period you
accumulate how many points?
10. In a 24-month period how many points will trigger Driver Improvement?

11. What are the four medical conditions reported that DMV will be concerned about?
2)
3)
and 4)

1)

12. What is the fine for not having liability insurance on your vehicle called?
13. How much is the fee?
14. Your license to drive will be suspended if you are more than how many days late with
child support payments?
15. How far in child support arrears triggers suspension?
16. What does BAC mean?
17. At what blood alcohol concentration will an adult receive a DUI if convicted?
18. DMV will automatically suspend your license for how long when you are found over the
BAC limit?
19. If there is an open container of alcohol in the front seat area but you have not been
drinking, can you still be charged with drinking while operating a motor vehicle?

20. Conviction of any DUI offices involving a juvenile passenger in the vehicle carries an
additional jail term of how long?
21. If caught driving after your license has been suspended for DUI how long will
vehicle be impounded?

your

22. What is the maximum penalty for the cost of police, emergency medical service and fire
fighters you could face for a DUI-related incident?
23. There is a court penalty for a minor convicted after illegally drinking alcohol when
their BAC is how high?
24. At a BAC of .08 can a juvenile charged as an adult?
25. What is the fine for someone under 21 using a fake ID to buy alcohol?
26. What is the maximum fine for providing alcohol to people under the age of 21 or
someone who is drunk or court-ordered to refrain from drinking?
27. If you ignore an officer’s signal to stop and he is killed while pursuing you what will the
consequences be?

Section 6 – license types
Review Questions
1. What is the minimum age to apply for a learner’s permit?
2. A person with a learner’s permit must be accompanied on the front seat by
someone at least how old unless a family member?
3. What are four people classified as family members?
4. A driver’s license allows one to operate a motor vehicle exempt from CDL
requirements under what weight?
5. A commercial driver’s license is commonly referred to as?
6. One must hold a CDL to operate a bus carrying how many passengers?
7. Does one need a CDL to operate a school bus carrying more than 15 people?
8. What does the school bus driver need to be licensed?

9. With a motorcycle learner’s permit, you can drive between what times of day?
10. Where must your learning supervisor be?
11. If you already hold a driver’s license what must you add to operate a motorcycle
also?
12. If you do not hold a driver’s license, you must pass the 2-part knowledge driver’s
exam, the motorcycle exam and what?
13. Is an international driver’s license an accepted US driver’s license?
14. An international license is merely a foreign ___ of your existing license.
15. What are the three parts of the driver’s license test?
16. How many license types are there?

Review Questions

Section 7 – Other Information Important
1.

Why is it more secure to mail a driver’s license rather than disbursing it at a customer
service center?

2.

How long do new residents have to notify DMV of address change?

3. Drivers new to Virginia have how long to apply for a Virginia driver’s license?
4.

One must register his/her vehicle and obtain Virginia license plates within how long of
moving to Virginia?

5.

Where must you display your license plates?

6. How often are vehicle safety inspections required?
7.

The minimum liability coverage for your vehicle must be: For injury or death of one
person?

8. For injury or death of two or more people

9. Property damage?
10. Are you allowed to register to vote at your local DMV?
11. What is the minimum age to become an organ donor?
12. What happens if you are involved in an accident and are found at fault for someone
else’s $50,000 Mercedes and you have only the minimum $20,000 in liability insurance?

Sample Exam:

Recurring Numbers REVIEW
1/3
33% of crashes occur in blind spot/zone
31% of crashes are alcohol related
30% of drivers are drunk between the hours of 10 pm and 2 am.
8
At age 8, no requirement for booster seat
Must renew license every 8 years
Must be able to see at least 8 (8-12) seconds ahead of moving vehicle
Hands should be low on steering wheel at the 8 and 4 clock position
.08% is the point at which an adult can be charged with DUI
10
Driver should sit at least 10” from wheel
Should stand or pass 10’ from bus
Check rearview mirror every 10 sec
15
Do no park within 15’ of a fire hydrant
Do no park within 15’ of the entrance to a fire, ambulance or rescue squad station

20
Tractor-trailer front blind zone 20’
No passing within 20’ for intersection
Distracted drivers account for 20% of crashes
Drivers should scan 20-30 seconds ahead of vehicle for hazards
Drivers must be 20 years old before being allowed to take on-line drive improvement
50
50% of motorcycle deaths involve automobiles in left turns
$50 fine for 1st conviction for not securing child in safety seat
No parking within 50’ of RR crossing
50% of those arrested for DUI are social to moderate drinkers
50% chance that you will be involved in a DUI-related crash in your lifetime
100
No passing within 100’ of railroad track
One should Signal 100’ prior to turn

200
Rear/side blind zone of tractor-trailers 200’
Dim headlights when following within 200’
Airbag deploys at 200 mph
Seat belt decrease death rates by 200% --they double chance of survival
500
Do not follow on-call emergency vehicles within 500’
Do not park within 500’ of an emergency vehicle stopped to answer a call
Dim headlights within 500’ of approaching vehicles
Fine for speeding through construction zones $500
Fine for teen with or attempting to obtain alcohol $500
Fine for misusing handicapped space $500
Fine for 2nd offence for not restraining children in safety seat $500
Extra fine if convicted of DUI with a juvenile in the vehicle $500-$1000
Headlights must be on whenever visibility is reduced to 500’

16
It is illegal for anyone under 16 years of age to operate a moped
It is illegal for anyone under 16 to ride the bed of a pickup truck
35
It is illegal for anyone to drive a moped faster than 35 mph
The speed limit for unpaved roads is 35 mph
24
DMV monitors each Driving Record for 12-month and 24-month period
Babies up to 24 months should ride in a rear facing car seat

DRIVING FORCE
Driver Manual Course Final EXAM
1. What is a space cushion?
a) a cushion to hold a GPS
b) driving slowly
c) an area in which one’s vehicle is safely away from most obstacles
d) a pillow to make driving more comfortable
2. One’s vehicle must be inspected every ___ years?
a) five years
b) six years
c) two years
d) one year
3. What do red curb markings mean?
a) pickup/drop off only
b) no standing, parking or stopping
c) reserved for the disabled
d) none of the above
4. What factors determine the distance that it takes to stop a vehicle?
a) perception time
b) reaction time
c) breaking distance
d) all of the above

5. A speed limit is the maximum speed one can travel on a
road under ____ conditions?
a) optimum
b) construction
c) paved
d) any
6. The proper “clock” hand position on the steering wheel is?
a) 2:00 & 10:00
b) 8:00 & 4:00
c) 12:00 & 6:00
d)
9:00 & 3:00
7. The correct hand signal for stopping is?
a) left hand and arm pointing upward
b) left hand and arm pointing downward
c) left hand and arm pointing straight out
d) right hand and arm point downward

8. Driver Distraction accounts for what percentage of all traffic
crashes in Virginia?
a) 10%
b) 20%
c) 30%
d) 50%
9. What percentage of all fatal motorcycle accidents involve
automobiles?
a) 20%
b) 30%
c) 40%
d) 50%
10. It is ___ to transport children under the age of 16 in the
bed of a pickup truck.
a) fun
b) lawful
c) illegal
d) useful

11. When two vehicles from different directions arrive at the
same time at an intersection with no signs or signals, the
driver on the ___ must yield to the driver on the ______?
a) center, middle
b) left, right
c) right, left
d) none of the above
12. When one encounters a funeral procession, they must?
a) turn on the headlights
b) cut through to get out of the way
c) join the procession
d) yield right-of-way to the procession
13. It is ___ to use a radar detector in the state of Virginia?
a) illegal
b) useful
c) legal
d) none of the above

14. The time it takes to recognize a hazard is called?
a) reaction time
b) breaking distance
c) hazardous
d) perception time
15. What is the maximum speed limit for passenger vehicles
and motorcycles on interstate highways?
a) 25 mph
b) 65 mph
c) 70 mph
d) 35 mph
16. What is the maximum speed limit for passenger vehicles
and motorcycles on public roads not part of the interstate
system?
a) 25 mph
b) 65 mph
c) 70 mph
d) 55 mph

17. What is the maximum speed limit for passenger vehicles and
motorcycles on unpaved roads?
a) 70 mph
b) 55 mph
c) 35 mph
d) 65 mph
18. What is the maximum speed limit for passenger vehicles
and motorcycles in school, business and residential
zones?
a) 70 mph
b) 65 mph
c) 35 mph
d) 25 mph
19. HOV stands for?
a) hover on vehicle
b) high on volume
c) high occupancy vehicle
d) none of the above

20. School buses should always ___ at railroad crossings?
a) look both ways
b) listen for trains
c) stop
d) all of the above
21. An octagon-shaped sign always means what?
a) regulatory
b) warning
c) yield
d) stop
22. A triangular-shaped sign always means what?
a) regulatory
b) warning
c) yield
d) stop

23. A pentagon-shaped sign always means what?
a) regulatory
b) school zone
c) stop
d) yield
24. A diamond-shaped sign always means what?
a) regulatory
b) warning
c) yield
d) stop
25. A rectangular-shaped sign always means what?
a) regulatory
b) warning
c) yield
d) stop

26. What color are work zone signs?
a) green
b) blue
c) orange
d) red
27. What color are stop signs?
a) green
b) blue
c) orange
d) red
28. At speeds under 35 mph, what is the minimum following
distance?
a) 1 second
b) 2 seconds
c) 3 seconds
d) 4 seconds

29.

30.

31.

At speeds between 36-45 mph, what is the minimum
following distance?
a) 1 second
b) 2 seconds
c) 3 seconds
d) 4 seconds
At speeds between 46-70 mph, what is the minimum
following distance?
a) 1 second
b) 2 seconds
c) 3 seconds
d) 4 seconds
How often should a driver check the rearview mirror?
a) every second
b) every 2 seconds
c) every 10 seconds
d) every 5 seconds

32. Where is Virginia’s only light rail system?
a) Richmond
b) Norfolk
c) Manassas
d) Suffolk
33. How close can you park to a fire truck or equipment stopped
to answer an alarm?
a) 500 feet
b) 300 feet
c) 200 feet
d) 100 feet
34. At speeds of 25 mph, what is the average stopping distance
on dry, level pavement?
a) 100 feet
b) 85 feet
c) 25 feet
d) 344 feet

35. The best way to sober up after drinking alcohol is?
a) do 100 jumping jacks
b) eat a lot of carbohydrates
c) only time will decrease the amount of alcohol
d) drink a lot of coffee
36. At what BAC level is it illegal for adults to drive in VA?
a) .08%
b) 1.0%
c) .07%
d) .05%
37. What should you do before beginning to pass another
vehicle?
a) Signal
b) Honk your horn
c) Find a gap in traffic where you can return
d) A and C only

38. The initial fine for not properly securing a child in a safety
seat is?
a) $ 50
b) $ 25
c) $200
d) $500
39. All children under what age must be secured in a safety seat?
a) 12 years
b) 6 years
c) 8 years
d) 4 years
40. If your vehicle is equipped with air bags, move your seat back
how far from the steering wheel?
a) 10 inches
b) 1 foot
c) 20 inches
d) This is not a problem

41. DMV will require you to complete a driver improvement
clinic if you accumulate how many demerit points within 12
months?
a) 4
b) 12
c) 6
d) 10
42. Expert drivers try to focus how far ahead of their vehicles to
detect hazards?
a) 10-20 seconds
b) 20-30 seconds
c) 30-40 seconds
d) 40-50 seconds
43. How many license types are there?
a) 7
b) 4
c) 6
d) 2

44. A learner’s permit allows you to operate a motor vehicle when a licensed
driver at least how old is seated in the front passenger seat?
a) 16 years old
b) 18 years old
c) 21 years old
d) 25 years old
45. The licensed driver with you may be as young as 18 if he or she is
a) your legal guardian
b) sibling
c) half sibling
d) any of the above
46. A driver’s license allows you to operate any vehicle or small truck that
is exempt from commercial driver’s license and under how much in weight?
a) 26,001 lbs.
b) 20,000 lbs.
c) 14,850 lbs.
d) 3,000 lbs.
47. A driver transporting anyone younger than age 18 must ensure that the
passenger is properly secured in a
a) safety belt
b) booster Seat
c) child safety Seat
d) any of the above

48. A multi-lane, limited access road is also referred to as?
a) highway
b) interstate
c) expressway
d) bi-way
e) any of the above
49. A rustic road also refers to?
a) country road
b) curvy road
c) rural road
d) any of the above
50. When following a vehicle at night, one should switch to low beam headlights
within how close?
a) 100 feet
b) 200 feet
c) 500 feet
BONUS
51. If you operate a motor vehicle on Virginia’s public roads, you agree to take a
breath or blood test to test your BAC under what law?
a) Move Over Law
b) Implied Consent Law
c) Move it Law

PowerPoint Exam Key
1. C
2. D
3. B
4. D
5. A
6. B
7. B
8. B
9. D
10. C
11. B
12. D
13. A
14. D
15. C
16. D
17. C
18. D
19. C
20. D
21. D
22. B

23. B
24. B
25. A
26. C
27. D
28. B
29. C
30. D
31. C
32. B
33. A
34. B
35. C
36. A
37. D
38. A
39. C
40. A
41. B
42. B
43. 7
44. C

45. D
46. A
47. D
48. E
49. D
50. B
51. B

